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Combat search and rescue (CSAR) is a specific task performed by rescue forces to effect 
the recovery of isolated personnel during war or military operations other than war. 

 

Introduction 
Scope: This document outlines the Tactics, Techniques and Procedures for Combat Search And Rescue 
(CSAR) missions in the 132nd Virtual Wing. Each squadron will have their own Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOP's) for aircraft squadron specifics in regards to CSAR. All pilots that work with CSAR must be 
familiar with this document. 
Content: This document is divided into five parts describing the different stages and roles of a CSAR mission. 
The first part gives explains definitions and abbreviations. The second part contains information about the 
stages of a CSAR operation. The third part provides information about search and recovery operations. The 
fourth part contains information about CSAR Task Force operations. The last part consist of annexes with 
additional information. 
Pilot responsibility: Use common sense. TTP's describe technical and tactical procedures for most 
circumstances, but is no substitute for common sense and judgment. It is the pilot's responsibility to fly the 
aircrafts safely and effectively in all circumstances, as required to accomplish the overall mission. 
Deviations: Deviation from these TTP's are approved as long as they are communicated to all parties 
operating together. 
Recommended changes: Improvements and recommended changes to this TTP should be stated to the Wing 
Command Staff. 
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Abbreviations and definitions 
Air Mission Commander (AMC): A person in charge of the mission execution. Normally, this role will be 
fulfilled by an AWACS controller. 
 
Air Operations Centre(AOC): AOC consist of mission host and any mission designers. The AOC will prepare 
tasking, provide briefings and intelligence products. The AOC is responsible for the planning and preparation 
phase of a mission. During execution, command and control is handed over to a AWACS platform that 
controls air assets on behalf of the AOC. 
 
Combat Search And Rescue Task Force (CSARTF): The assembly of two or more assets (Aircrafts, Helicopters,  
JTAC, FAC(A),  to support a single CSAR mission 
 
FAC(A): Forward Air Controller, Airborne.   
 
Isolated personnel (IP): A pilot or ground element that has been cut-off from friendly forces, either due to 
ejecting, (crash) landing or due to the inability to be extracted from a preplanned LZ at a preplanned time. 
Isolated personnel may be located in enemy or friendly territory. 
 
On Scene Commander (OSC): An OSC is normally designated by the AMC when the tactical situation 
warrants. Initially, the OSC may be the downed crew’s wingman, a forward air controller, or any other 
aircrew member capable of providing on-scene coordination. However, the RESCORT commander should be 
appointed OSC for preplanned or follow-on CSAR operations. 
 
Rescue Escort (RESCORT): A aircraft rendering escort duties to the recovery force element. RESCAP aircraft 
are air superiority aircraft assigned to protect the CSARTF and isolated personnel from airborne threats. 
RESCAP can also function as OSC when directed, and they may assist in detecting and establishing 
communications with isolated personnel due to their higher operating altitudes. 
 
Rescue Combat Air Patrol (RESCAP): A Combat Air Patrol specifically set-up to protect the recovery force 
and, if needed, RESCORT aircrafts. 
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1 Stages of a CSAR operation  
CSAR operations are generally divided into five stages:  
 

• Awareness and notification 

• Situation assessment 

• Mission planning 

• Execution  

• Mission conclusion 
 
Awareness and notification 
A CSAR mission begins with a combat element (aircraft or ground force) receiving notification that an 
aircrew or a ground force individual is missing or a person is isolated from friendly forces.. 
 
CSAR forces may be notified of a CSAR requirement through any portion of the C2 structure, this may be 
preplanned or immediate (using alert status).  
 
Situation assessment 
After notification, the first task of the Air Mission Commander (AMC) is to locate the isolated personnel and 
determine their situation. Time and effort can be lost if the isolated personnel’s exact location is not 
accurate. The AMC should consider all available assets to refine the isolated person’s location, including 
ground assets (e.g. JTACs).  
 
Mission planning  
The AMC will lead the effort of assisting in locating, supporting, and 
recovering isolated personnel. The AMC will assist with mission 
planning. A CSAR task force will be created based on the current 
situation assessment which includes air and grounds threats to the 
CSAR task force and the isolated person’s situation.  
 
CSAR forces will not normally launch until they have a positive 
location and a confirmed CSAR situation. 
 
 
Execution 
The AMC monitors execution of operations to locate, support and 
recover downed pilots and isolated personnel. Recovery missions 
typically include helicopters and supporting assets.  
The aim of the execution phase is to deliver recovered personnel to 
an appropriate medical care facility, friendly airbase or FARP.  
 
Mission conclusion 
A CSAR mission ends when the isolated personnel is returned to 
friendly territory.  Upon completion of a CSAR operation all participating forces should complete After Action 
Reports.  
 
 

  

Figure 1, stages of CSAR 
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1.1 Awareness and notification 
Awareness and notification is the process of detecting and communicating the information about a bailout, 
crash, ditching or becoming aware via other means that isolated personnel is present. 
 

1.1.1 Notification Methods and Procedures. 
Isolated personnel should attempt to establish radio contact with a wingman, escort aircraft, AWACS or any 
friendly force(s) in the area. Transmissions should be brief to avoid detection or localization by hostile forces. 
 

• In Flight. When pilots or aircrews detect significant aircraft problems, or when bailout, ejection, 
crash landing, or ditching appears imminent, aircrews should (conditions permitting): 

o Attempt to establish radio contact by calling “MAYDAY MAYDAY, MAYDAY” on the frequency 
of last contact, an established common frequency, or the international emergency 
frequencies. When communication is established, transmit the following information: 

▪ tactical call sign,  
▪ type aircraft,  
▪ position,  
▪ course,  
▪ speed,  
▪ altitude,  
▪ nature of difficulties,  
▪ intentions.  

In a non-permissive environment, give aircraft position in such a way as to reduce the likelihood the 
enemy will ascertain the stricken aircraft’s location (for example, give position from BULLSEYE point, 
or from mission’s target as designated in the ATO). In a permissive environment, maintain the 
transmission long enough to permit a direction finding (DF) plot of the aircraft position. If 
communications have not been established or are uncertain, broadcast the above information in the 
blind. 
 

Examples of radio transmissions: 
 

MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY, this is Hawg2-1, A10C, 325 bullseye at 65 nautical miles flying 045 at 
180 knots, descending. Hit by SAM, will eject in 5 seconds. 

Or 
MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY, this is Shark4-2, KA50, 3 kilometers west of objective Bravo flying south 
at 100 kilometers per hour at 20 meters. Left engine inop, intent to land near lake Michigan, western 
banks. 
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1.1.2 Communications Relay 
Any friendly force receiving information about distressed aircraft or isolated personnel should forward the 
details to the C2 agency (AWACS). Extreme care should be taken to ensure that relay transmissions does not 
interfere with distress calls. If a bailout, crash, or ditching is observed by another aircrew or by ground 
personnel, the information listed in figure 2 (if known) should be provided to the monitoring agency 
 
An aircrew observing a bailout, crash, or ditching should: 

• Remain in the area as conditions permit or until relieved 
by other aircraft. Do not circle directly over the survivor. 
This may serve to mark the survivor’s position for hostile 
forces. 

• Keep the parachute(s) in sight. 

• Note the approximate ejection/landing site, if able. 

• Provide communications relay and defensive cover if 
possible. 

• Assume role of the on-scene commander (OSC), as 
threat and mission allows, until relieved by an OSC of the 
arriving CSAR Task Force. 

• Provide necessary updates to include possible 
disposition and movement of hostile forces, terrain 
factors, and possible recovery sites. 

  

Figure 2 Information required by the monitoring 
agency 
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1.2 Situation assessment 
Situation assessment consists of analyzing all available information to refine the isolated personnel’s 
location and their status. The AMC should be prepared to launch the recovery effort as soon as possible after 
determining location and status. The objective area is designated as a predetermined radius (usually 5-10 
minutes helicopter flying time) surrounding the isolated personnel’s expected location. The AMC should 
consider tasking assets to refine the isolated person’s location, if needed. 
 
The AMC must be proactive and aggressive in taking control of the situation. The AMC is responsible for 
keeping the OSC and/or CSARTF informed of all pertinent information such as threats, aborts and other 
information. (See Appendix A of this publication, “Airborne Mission Commander CSAR Checklist”).  
 

1.2.1 Rescue Location and/or Coverage. 
Speed is essential to the successful rescue of personnel lost in a threat environment. The CSAR aircraft 
should be positioned on airborne alert as close to hostile areas as possible. Visual coverage of the rescue 
scene is not required for the AMC as long as visual coverage is maintained by the OSC. 
 

1.2.2 Isolated Personnel Considerations. 
Specific information about isolated personnel is required to facilitate effective CSAR search planning. The 
isolated personnel’s last known location, direction of travel and proximity to population centers, threats, or 
friendly forces should be determined. 
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1.3 Mission planning 
In general, a C2 agency (AOC or AWACS) will designate an AMC and task available assets to form a CSAR Task 
Force. The C2 agency will select the appropriate CSAR forces, both type and composition, based on the 
following: 

- an overall situation assessment;  
o a review of available assets to act as CSAR or supporting forces.  

- Threats, both ground and air 
When the isolated person’s location is known, planning should focus on avoiding or destroying threats en-
route to the objective area.  
 

1.3.1 Threat Conditions for CSAR Planning 
The AMC and forces participating in CSAR operations should carefully analyze; 

- the threat to aircraft 
- the threat to ground forces.  

The threats drive the different force requirements. 
 
The threat environment is divided into three levels: low, medium, and high  
 

1.3.1.1 Low Threat.  
This operating environment contains highly dispersed, thinly concentrated enemy forces and 
assets. Their ability to reconstitute is limited. Weapon systems typically include small arms, light optically-
aimed antiaircraft artillery (AAA), up to 0.50 caliber and/or 14.5mm equivalent weaponry and man-portable 
infrared (IR) surface-to-air missiles (SAMs). 
 
Tactics and techniques employed by friendly forces do not normally require extraordinary planning 
measures prior to launch, and the environment permits operations using passive countermeasures taken to 
avoid detection and engagement by enemy forces. 
 

1.3.1.2 Medium Threat. 
This operating environment contains significant threats; the concentration and types of enemy weapons 
employed normally require both passive and active measures to avoid or degrade the threats and prevent 
subsequent engagement. Weapons systems typically include low-threat systems, early generation SAMs, 
warning systems, and aircraft without look-down and/or shootdown capability.  
 
CSAR forces should expect to conduct extensive planning and employ threat avoidance tactics and evasive 
techniques, onboard countermeasure and defensive suppression systems, or external threat suppression or 
force protection aircraft (RESCAP, RESCORT, and SEAD) to preclude lethal engagement. 
Limited radar or electro-optical acquisition and engagement capability at medium ranges may exist, but air 
defense systems are not fully integrated. 
 

1.3.1.3 High Threat.  
The operating environment presents hostile forces over a wide area of coverage, densely concentrated, and 
capable of rapid reconstitution and mobility. Enemy weaponry includes advanced or late generation SAMs, 
modern ground-based radars, early warning systems, integrated AAA, and aircraft with look-down and/or 
shoot-down capabilities. High threat environments are characterized by fully integrated air defense systems 
and C2 networks. 
Use of a conventional CSARTF for high-threat operations requires extensive and detailed planning, and large 
force protection packages are necessary to conduct these operations.  
Only pre-planned CSAR missions are conducted in a High Threat environment .  
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1.3.2 Visual searching 
Visual searches using manned aircraft conducting search patterns are not recommended in other than low-
threat environments. However, reconnaissance flights are an alternative when the isolated person’s location 
has been somewhat refined. Searches conducted in other than low-threat areas require threat neutralization 
by suppression or passive means. 
 

1.3.3 Communications  
Communications plans must be kept as simple and  streamlined as possible without decreasing the 
situational awareness of any member of the CSARTF. UHF  should be used as primary CSARTF voice circuit. 
Pre-planned CSAR operations will use a robust communications plan. A mission execution checklist and 
codewords should be created to facilitate shared situational awareness without talking too much on the 
radio. 
 

1.3.4 Ground alert 
CSAR forces are normally on alert and expected to respond quickly. Ground alert forces can be located at a 
friendly airbase but also at a FARP. 
CSAR forces can be put on ground alert either to respond to immediate situations, or on ground alert during 
pre-planned CSAR while waiting for conditions being set for the CSARTF to come in an pick up the isolated 
personell. CSAR forces may also be put on airborne alert if friendly assets are conducting high risk missions. 
 
5 minute alert: 5 minute alert will have the pilots in their seats running on auxiliary power  
15 minute alert: 15 minute alert status will have the pilots available in the briefing channel. 
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1.4 Execution 
Isolated personnel have a responsibility to assist in their own rescue to the maximum extent possible.  
Isolated personnel should generally not transmit blind distress calls unless prebriefed to do so, or if forces in 
the immediate vicinity are known to be friendly. Emergency distress calls are accomplished by starting the 
transmission with repeating “MAYDAY” three times 
followed by the individual’s tactical call sign. Finally, the isolated person listens for radio contact. For 
example:  
 
“MAYDAY, MAYDAY, MAYDAY, this is Hawg2-1;”  
 
Wait and listen for contact.  
 
The following considerations will help facilitate recovery: 
 

1.4.1 Rotary-Wing Recovery.  
(1) Landing Zone (LZ) Selection. Isolated personnel should reposition near an LZ large enough to 
accommodate a helicopter, a UH1 needs 20 meters all around and an Mi8 requires 30 meters. The LZ should 
provide concealment, be fairly level and free of major obstacles, (particularly high tension lines) and allow 
easy identification by helicopter crews. The use of smoke signals can aid in identification.  
 

1.5 Mission Conclusion 
Rescue forces should deliver to an appropriate medical treatment facility, friendly base or airfield.  
After the mission is completed, CSAR forces may be set on an alert status after refuel and rearm. 
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2 Search and recovery operations 
CSAR operations should not unduly risk isolating additional personnel, routinely expose scarce or high value 
assets to extreme risk, or divert critically needed forces from higher priority missions. When the location of 
isolated personnel is unknown, the AMC or mission designer should carefully evaluate tactics and value 
gained from conducting an airborne search in a potentially hostile area. 
Accurate and timely determination of the isolated personnel’s position may present major challenges for 
CSAR forces. If extraction is not imminent, recovery units should avoid compromising the isolated 
personnel’s position. 
 
Though the isolated personnel’s position may be localized via a radio or visual search, other search modes 
may be more appropriate. The two major types of searches are; 

• Electronic (ADF) 

• Visual 
 
Airborne and surface searches in the objective area can increase the risk to the recovery aircraft, other 
assets, and isolated personnel. Extended airborne or surface searches should be conducted only if the threat 
allows the recovery force to maneuver safely in the objective area. Every effort should be made to minimize 
highlighting recovery assets. Normally a dedicated CSAR helicopter is the recovery aircraft. 
 

2.1.1 Automatic Direction Finding (ADF) Equipment.  
Use of the UHF and/or ADF equipment simplifies the task of locating isolated personnel. When 
tuned to the proper frequency and with the aircraft wings level, the relative bearing to the transmitting 
radio is displayed. Use of aircraft with high speed, accurate DF equipment, will minimize required 
transmissions by the survivor and reduce the probability of enemy detection. 
 

2.1.2 Airborne Visual Search.  
CSAR search units may be able to plan a defined search pattern if the threat environment allows. Search 
units should consider searching along the isolated personnel’s intended flight or surface route, areas offering 
concealment, and prebriefed locations. Search patterns should avoid major lines of communications, such as 
roads, railroads, large rivers, or open valleys. These areas are normally frequented by people and often pose 
the greatest threat to CSAR forces and evaders. Combat reconnaissance assets can conduct modified visual 
searches of specific areas in non-permissive threat environments. However, their effectiveness is best if used 
once the search has been narrowed. The evasion or concealment site of isolated personnel may be some 
distance from the initial contact or point of loss.  
Extended airborne searches should be conducted only if the threat allows the recovery force to maneuver 
safely in the objective area. A limited visual or electronic search employing radio DF capability may be 
employed by recovery aircraft to locate isolated personnel. Every effort should be made to minimize 
highlighting recovery assets. The CSARTF should be prepared to use the isolated person to signal their 
location and if possible vector the recovery vehicle to their selected pick up location. 
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Figure 3, Search patterns 

 

2.1.3 Electronic Search.  
All CSARTF participants should be prepared to establish communications with isolated personnel. Radios 
should be preset to CSAR operations channel frequencies. When communications are established, the 
recovery aircraft can be vectored to the precise extraction location. The recovery force may be able to 
“home-in” on the isolated personnel’s radio transmission, if the equipment is available. 
The CSARTF should continue to monitor and transmit on designated frequencies and attempt contact with 
the isolated personnel on the CSAR frequency. Once contacted, isolated personnel should be asked to 
identify their position and mark it if needed and possible.  
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2.1.4 Single-Ship (Helicopter) Operations. 
Depending on theater operating procedures, whether single- or multi-ship (helicopter) operations, recovery 
helicopters may not be launched until the location of distressed personnel have been reasonably verified 
and recovery is feasible. Clandestine penetration may best be conducted using single-ship recovery 
operations under the cover of darkness. This concept is based on a low-altitude profile and reduced visibility. 
The helicopter’s best defense is to remain undetected. Single-helicopter operations are only feasible in 
friendly territory or very low threat environments and will require RESCORT aircraft(s) in higher threat levels. 
 

2.1.5 Multi-Ship (Helicopter) Operations. 
Multi-ship CSAR operations enhance combat effectiveness in a number of ways. When more than one 
helicopter is used, the secondary helicopter should be prepared to assume the lead and conduct the 
recovery should the primary helicopter abort. Therefore, a primary and secondary helicopter are normally 
flown to the objective area..  
 

2.1.5.1 General Considerations.  
A variety of formations and techniques exist. All techniques should consider terrain, visibility, aircraft and 
component capabilities, and aircrew experience. Formation briefs should address flight integrity criteria, 
mission roles, and individual aircraft responsibilities. CSAR missions should be conducted with minimal radio 
transmissions, relaying safety of flight, threat, and critical mission data only when required.  
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Figure 4, Primary purpose multi-ship CSAR 

2.1.6 Extraction (Day) 
When the CSAR recovery element is on the ingress route at approximately 2-4 miles from the extraction 
point, the wingman establishes separation of approximately 1/4 mile. When the LZ is in sight, the lead 
aircraft commences to the approach and landing. On short final, the wingman passes off the right side of 
lead, maintaining an airspeed of 150 - 190 km/h (80-100 knots) and a distance of approximately 400 meters. 
The wingman then enters a right hand orbit; In the event the lead aircraft waves off or goes around, the 
wingman will be able to execute a landing for the extraction. When the lead (extraction) aircraft is ready to 
depart the LZ, a “5 seconds out” call is transmitted and the wingman initiates departure along the briefed 
egress route to sweep the route for enemy forces and threat activity. 
 
An alternate method of executing the element recovery is for the lead aircraft to assume the role of 
“pathfinder and/or gunship” and the wingman to serve as the extraction aircraft. At the point where the 
aircraft establish separation, the lead aircraft proceeds to the extraction LZ, conducts an LZ overflight 
reconnaissance maneuver, and breaks right to establish its cover orbit. If the LZ is “hot,” lead breaks left, 
calls for flight egress and departs the area. The wingman terminates the approach profile, maneuvers to 
avoid the threat, and joins lead for egress. If either aircraft takes hostile fire during the ingress, the 
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approach to landing, or on the egress route, both aircraft should engage the source of the hostile fire while 
attempting to evade continued engagement. After departing the engagement envelope, the flight should 
proceed to a predesignated reconstitution point. At this time, they need to determine if another attempt is 
possible, an alternate extraction LZ is necessary, or if supporting forces are required to suppress the threat. 
If the extracting aircraft is engaged during extraction, the wingman should maneuver to maximize the use of 
suppressive fire weapons. The extraction aircraft determines if it is possible to continue the recovery, or if 
immediate departure is necessary. 
 
The first crew noticing enemy activity should call the activity type, approximate distance, and heading from 
the engaged aircraft. On ingress or egress, subsequent routing should be adjusted to avoid engagement 
while supporting forces suppress the threat as required. 
 
When conducting night operations with sufficient visibility, e.g. illumination with night vision goggles [NVGs]) 
or in a marked LZ, daytime procedures can generally be applied, but must be tempered with crew and 
environmental factors (experience, weather, and terrain, for example). 
 

2.1.7 Extraction (Night with Insufficient Visibility) 
In the event that weather, insufficient illumination, or featureless terrain significantly reduces night visibility, 
aircrews should use procedures that minimize the operational degradation experienced. Formations should 
be more restrictive, formation lights used. Reduced separation between aircraft to maintain visual contact 
will provide less maneuverability. Reduced visibility during terminal phase will influence tactics and create a 
more difficult extraction environment. Determination of the extraction location may be aided by the use of 
illumination or signaling devices. The approach and landing will require extra vigilance on the part of the 
rescue force.  
 
When conducting reduced visibility night operations, the lead aircraft should overfly and mark the LZ. During 
objective area operations, both aircraft should reduce their separation to keep each other in sight. When 
directly over the extraction LZ, the lead aircraft should drop flares. First pass landings are possible, but the 
overflight marking of the LZ greatly enhances visual cues and reduces the probability of a waveoff or go-
around. 
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3 CSAR Task Force (CSARTF) operations 
3.1.1 General 
The assembly of two or more assets to support a single CSAR effort is referred to as a CSARTF. The primary 
role of any Airborne Mission Commander (AMC) is to serve as an airborne extension for the CSARTF. Rescue 
combat air patrol air superiority aircraft will be assigned, if required, to the CSARTF in order to protect the 
other task force assets and/or isolated personnel from all threats within their capabilities. The forward air 
controller, airborne (FAC(A)) or JTAC can provide the CSARTF with significant tactical advantages by locating 
isolated personnel prior to arrival of the CSARTF, and providing current threat assessment near the objective 
area. An on-scene commander (OSC) is normally designated by the AMC when the tactical situation 
warrants. 
 

 

Figure 5, CSAR Taskforce 
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3.1.2 Air Mission Commander (AMC) 
The AMC aircraft is usually an AWACS controller and is capable of controlling multiple airborne assets 
executing diverse and often complex tasks. AMC crews should be trained in this role. Authority and 
Responsibility of the CSARTF rests with the AMC when CSAR forces are airborne. 
 
The AMC supports the CSAR effort by providing navigation assistance and relaying isolated personnel 
intelligence and authentication data to C2 agencies and CSARTF elements. The AMC  also: 

- Coordinates establishment of the CSAR communications nets. 
- Manages the flow of aircraft to and from the objective area. 
- Coordinates appropriate no-fire zones in the objective area. 
- Advises CSARTF participants of mission progress, threats, and weather conditions affecting mission 

progress. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6, CSAR taskforce organisation 

 
 

3.2 Helicopter Recovery Force 
The recovery and extraction asset in most CSARTFs is a helicopter. Because helicopters operate in a low-
altitude regime, navigational assistance and suppression of enemy defenses is vital. A typical escort mission 
involves the steps listed in Figure V-2. Successful escort requires close coordination between all participants.  
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Figure 7, Helicopter Escort Mission 

3.2.1 Supporting forces 
The FAC(A) or JTAC can provide the CSARTF with significant tactical advantages. Either planned or diverted 
FAC(A) aircraft can locate and identify isolated personnel prior to arrival of the CSARTF, and provide current 
threat assessment near the objective area. Initial on-scene coordination of the CSAR effort should be 
assumed by the FAC(A) when no dedicated RESCORT assets are available, or until the recovery asset commits 
for the extraction.  
 
On-Scene Commander, the OSC normally controls operations in the objective area, and ensures a 
coordinated and timely recovery effort. The OSC and recovery force elements should coordinate closely to 
select ingress or egress routes and objective area tactics based on hostile activity, terrain, and the number of 
isolated personnel being recovered. All CSARTF participants should contact the OSC before entering the 
objective area. An OSC checklist is located in Appendix B of this publication, 
“On-Scene Commander Checklist.” 
 

Rescort tactics for both RW and FW aircrafts are detailed in annex E. 
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Appendix A, Airborne Mission Commander CSAR Checklist 
CSAR INFORMATION: 

SAR A:  SAR B:  

CSAR Primary:  CSAR Secondary:  

Bullseye:  Elevation:  

SAR Code Word:  Number:  

SAR Code Word describes successful pick-up of isolated personnel, together with the number of persons recovered. 

CHECKLIST: 

1. Downed A/C:  Notified by:  Time:  

A. C/S of downed A/C:    

B. Type of A/C:  Souls on board:  

C. Location of survivors:  (L/L, MGRS, Estimated, Bullseye) 

D. OSC C/S:  Fuel state  

 
 

 Loadout  

E. Cause of loss/Time:  Notified by:  

F. Weather:  Terrain:  

G. Threats:    

H: Assets available:    

I: Remarks  

2. Assume tactical control 

3. Designate OSC (Air-To-Ground Ordnance if available), Push to CSAR Primary and survivor’s frequency 

4. Request Alert or Support Forces if required 

5. Establish comms with CSARTF on CSAR Primary. Control Radio Discipline. 

 

OSC:  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  

FAC(A):  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  

RESCORT:  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  

RESCAP:  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  

SEAD:  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  

CAS:  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  

HELO:  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  

GROUND:  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  

OTHER:  Number/Type A/C:  Station/Loc:  
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Appendix B, On-Scene Commander Checklist 
 
1. AUTHENTICATION 

a. Identify. 
b. Number of isolated personnel. 
c. Establish order of communication (Who communicates with the isolated personnel? Who communicates/watches 

AWACS/CSAR frequencies?) 

d. Determine enemy activity. 
e. Check all assets on station time, ordnance, and other relevant factors. 

 
2.  LOCATION 

a. Attempt location via electronic means (DF, GPS and/or chart position passed by survivor). 
b. Determine signal devices. 
c. Request general terrain description. 
d. Request isolated personnel give vectors to their position. 
e. Locate isolated personnel position within 1 NM. 

 
3.  SANITIZATION 

a. Neutralize threats detrimental to rescue. 
b. Note all other enemy positions. 
c. Determine ingress and egress routes. 

 
4.  RECOVERY 

a. Brief helicopter and remainder of CSARTF on: 
1. Number of isolated personnel. 
2. Distance to isolated personnel from initial point. 
3. Describe terrain. 
4. Isolated personnel location. 
5. Elevation of recovery area. 
6. Wind speed and direction. 
7. Known or suspected enemy activity. 
8. Describe ingress and egress routes. 
9. Emergency safe landing area. 

 
b. Direct isolated personnel to: 

1. Prepare smoke/flare devices for use and/or ignition, but use only as prebriefed or when directed 
by rescue forces. 

2. Call threatening enemy positions. 
3. Vector helicopter if necessary 
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Appendix C, Mission Briefing Guide 
1. SITUATION 

Mission statement 
Enemy forces 
Friendly forces 
Weather and/or environmental conditions (e.g., moon phase) 
Time hack, if needed 
 

2. ISOLATED PERSONNEL 
Location 
Description 
Equipment (Radio, smoke, flare) 

 
3. START, TAXI, TAKEOFF 

Rendezvous procedures 
 
4. CHAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY 

AMC 
OSC 
RESCORT 
RESCAP 
Rescue Helicopter 
Indications and warnings (I&W) 
SEAD 

 
5. INGRESS 

Route selection and/or navigation 
En route terrain and/or hazards 
Airspeeds and/or altitudes 
Formations 
RESCORT PLAN 

-patterns and/or positioning 
-air-to-air TACAN 
-route sanitization 

Fire Support 
-engagement responsibilities 
-fire calls 
-response time 
-ordnance load 

Timing 
Probable point of first enemy contact 
Terminal control of helicopters 
RESCAP plan 
SEAD plan 
AMC responsibilities 
OSC responsibilities 

 
6. LANDING ZONE 

Landing direction and/or diagram 
Helicopter land or hover 
Fixed-wing coordination and/or cover patterns 
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Survivor handling procedures 
7. EGRESS 

Route selection and/or navigation 
En route terrain and/or hazards 
Airspeeds and/or altitudes 
Formations 
RESCORT PLAN 

-patterns and/or positioning 
-air-to-air TACAN 
-route sanitization 

Fire support 
-engagement responsibilities 
-fire calls 
-response time 

Probable point of last enemy contact 
 
8. COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS 

Go/no-go criteria 
Ordnance use 
ROE and/or weapons conditions 
Laser codes 
Aircraft 
Personnel 
Fuel considerations, Joker and/or Bingo 
Tanking plan and/or FARP 
Data link plan 
Coordination with other friendly operations (i.e., fire support coordination lines, minimum 
risk routes, JTAC) 

 
9. COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 

Emission control condition 
Frequencies 
Visual signals (Smoke, Flare (colour)) 
Lost communications 

 
10. DOWNED AIRCRAFT PROCEDURES 

Overwater 
-Ingress 
-Egress 

Overland 
-Ingress 
-Egress 
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Appendix D: example CSAR Operation 
 
An A10C, callsign Hawg2-2 is attempting a low-level gun-run when a MANPAD unit fires from the trees. The 
A10C is hit near its right engine and looses both altitude and speed. Hawg2-2 has set watch on FM internal 
with HAWG2-1, the JTAC net on Uniform and was listening on Victor radio AWACS. 
 
Hawg2-2 makes the following MAYDAY call on the JTAC net: 
 
MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY, this is Hawg2-2, Killbox O3, flying 045 at 120 knots, descending. Hit by SAM, will 
eject in 5 seconds. 
 
Hawg2-1 and the JTAC see HAWG2-2 eject and Hawg2-1 assumes OSC duties with support from the JTAC. 
 
Hawg2-1 contacts the AMC who is residing in an AWACS with callsign Darkstar and gives as much 
information as possible while trying to keep contact with the pilot of Hawg2-2, now on the ground. 
 
Darkstar this is Hawg2-1, Hawg2-2, A10C ejected at 1715 Zulu due to a SAM hit. Parachute visible, 
approximate location N42.34.143 E039.45.332. Last contact on Olive 8. Weather is clear skies with light 
winds, enemy activity suppressed but one BTR platoon active to the west. One village to the north of the 
location, south and east direction are woodlands. Callsign Warrior active in Killbox O3, Over. 
 
Hawg2-1 this is Darkstar, Location N42.34.143 E039.45.332. Last contact on Olive 8. Assume OSC until 
relieved. State playtime and loadout over. 
 
Darkstar this is Hawg2-1, assuming OSC, playtime 60 mikes, 2 x GBU12, 1 x AGM65D and 7 Willy-Pete on 
board. 
 
Hawg2-1 will use the OSC checklist to prepare for the CSARTF arrival and personnel recovery. Sanitization 
can be performed with help of JTAC Warrior using normal CAS procedures but when it comes to CSAR, 
Hawg2-1 is in command. 
 
Darkstar will use Appendix A of this document to prepare the CSARTF. A flight of two Mi8’s is on alert 15 and 
is told to prepare. An XCAS flight of 2 A10’s is converted to RESCORT and told to start-up as well and set 
watch on CSAR common. Darkstar will pursue the information needed for the brief by talking with the OSC 
and all other available assets at his disposal. 
 
During start-up, Darkstar will brief the flights using appendix C and will keep the OSC informed. 
 
Bear and Fury, this is Darkstar. CSAR information Alpha; 
Hawg2-2 shot down by SAM.   
Enemy forces nearby.  
Callsign Warrior, a JTAC is active in the area. Hawg2-1, 1 x A10C is overhead. 
Weather is clear skies with light winds 
Expect woodlands area. 
 
Hawg2-2 is located approximately N42.34.143 E039.45.332 
Parachute seen and Hawg2-1 is in contact with Hawg2-2 on Fox Mike. 
 
Rendezvous at Muhkrani not later than 1750Z 
 
OSC is Hawg2-1,  
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RESCORT is Fury flight 
Rescue helicopter is Bear flight 
 
Approach killbox O3 from the south and, once entered, Bear will remain NOE while Fury will contact JTAC 
Warrior for prosecution of targets and relieving Hawg2-1. Formation as you see fit. 
Fury flight will check-in with JTAC Warrior for route sanitization. 
 
Bear flight can expect woodland areas to the south and east and a village to the north of the position. 
 
Egress will follow the same route as ingress unless otherwise required. 
 
Go/No-go when threat is deemed too high for extraction or if the rescue helicopters takse enemy fire. 
 
ROE as briefed, minimize collateral damage. 
 
CSAR operation will be done on CSAR Common Alpha, 237.500 with 131.400 as backup. 
 
From this point on, all aircrafts and controllers will follow the briefed plan and act accordingly in support of 
the CSAR operation. 
 
Bear and Fury can establish a search pattern if needed or set a pattern for the escort. 
In the meantime, Hawg2-1, Warrior and Darkstar will update the flights as well as each other on anything 
that might be of influence to the CSAR operation. 
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Appendix E, General RESCORT Concepts 
 

A. Capabilities.  
Aircraft assigned RESCORT responsibilities should be fixed or rotary-wing aircraft capable of 
providing the rescue helicopter with communications relay and suppressive fire support. When 
employed, the RESCORT and other elements of the CSARTF should operate under the tactical control 
of an AMC. However, the recovery asset and other elements of the RESCORT contingent should be 
transferred to the tactical control of the RESCORT commander or OSC at a predetermined, 
prebriefed point and time near the objective area.  
CSARTF operations at night and in high threat environments require unique weapon system 
capabilities. RESCORT aircraft should have the ability to sweep an ingress route and rendezvous with 
the escorted asset in the event of a route change or other action. Coverage should continue through 
egress until recovery aircraft reach a friendly or permissive threat environment. 

 
B. Responsibilities.  

RESCORT tactics, routing, potential threat encounters, and countermeasures should be understood 
by all participants. On other than scramble operations, escort briefings are mandatory and 
should include rendezvous points, communications, navigation points, number of helicopters, LZ 
positions, and code words. The recovery helicopters can augment RESCORT suppressive fire by 
employing their onboard weapons.  
Typical RESCORT tasks may include: 
• Suppressing surface threats to, from, and within the objective area. 
• Assisting recovery helicopters in locating and authenticating isolated personnel. 
• Functioning as the OSC when designated by the AMC and coordinating and controlling activities of 
supporting CSARTF elements in the objective area. 
 

RESCORT Ordnance Delivery.  
The recovery helicopter is vulnerable to threats ahead of its route of flight due to a lack of forward firing 
suppressive weapons if no weapons are carried. CSARTF members should coordinate on engagement 
distances from the helicopter (i.e., helicopters engage from 0 to xxx meters, fixed-wing aircraft outside of xxx 
meters).  
One method to ensure deconfliction is for the helicopter to call the direction of break away from the 
engaging threat (e.g., “Rescue lead, breaking right, small arms”). If a recovery force is engaged, the primary 
emphasis should be to disengage with minimum damage or loss. After the initial evasive break, the recovery 
helicopters should disperse, using terrain-masking techniques, and evade away from the threat while 
attempting to maintain flight integrity. As the recovery helicopters execute their evasive maneuvers, 
RESCORT should maneuver to engage the threat. If practical, a RESCORT element should continue to escort 
the recovery helicopters during evasive maneuvers until the recovery force is clear of known threats. When 
the recovery force is out of the threat envelope, RESCORT should disengage and rendezvous with the 
recovery force. 
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Types of RESCORT 
Several escort methods may be used during the en route phase, but the tactics used will depend on factors 
such as speed, altitude, distance, fuel, level of threat (no, low, medium, and high), weather conditions, 
terrain, and whether day or night operations are planned. Escort can be either attached or detached, as 
discussed below. Advantages and disadvantages of each are shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8, Attached and detached escort 
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a. Attached Escort. This method allows continuous visual or radar contact of the recovery platform. 
 
b. Detached Escort. This method includes route reconnaissance ahead of the recovery assets, trail escort, 
and proximity escort. Detached escort requires knowledge of routes and planned timing or position calls. 

• Route Reconnaissance and/or Sanitization and Preemptive Sweep (Detached Escort).  
Route reconnaissance and sanitization should be conducted when deemed necessary by any 
member of the CSARTF. The AMC or OSC may conduct a search and direct a route sanitization or 
change in routing. The RESCORT aircraft flies ahead of the recovery helicopter to suppress threats 
along the ingress route, or redirect recovery helicopters to avoid enemy activity. The RESCORT 
should detect and neutralize threats or direct a routing change. Route reconnaissance and 
sanitization techniques should be thoroughly planned and briefed. 

 
• Trail Escort (Detached Escort).  
Trail escort employs RESCORT in a rear quadrant following the recovery helicopter route. As the 
recovery aircraft progresses along the ingress route, the escort force follows. The RESCORT aircraft 
maintains course position by a series of turns at low altitude or orbits at high altitude. Low-altitude 
escort should be low enough to avoid detection and engagement while maintaining the advantage 
of surprise against air and ground threats. In trail escort, the recovery helicopter and RESCORT must 
maintain situational awareness and communications capabilities to ensure flight and weapons 
safety. This should be done by using established orbit points and definitive transition points to 
ensure adequate vertical and horizontal airspace deconfliction. Situational awareness can be further 
enhanced by succinct communications and code word procedural guidance, and the timely relay of 
missionessential information. 
In a scramble scenario, trail escort provides flexibility for escorting a recovery helicopter already en 
route. The only requirement is that the RESCORT and recovery asset both know the initial or 
rendezvous point. This should be a prominent geographic landmark or reference, grid coordinates, 
or a latitude and longitude position. The recovery asset could then provide the route checkpoint 
name, bearing, and distance to each point. An example would be “ALPHA, 360/10 NM, BRAVO 
092/07 NM.” An advantage of trail escort is that the recovery asset and RESCORT use common 
navigational checkpoints and route information.  
A disadvantage is that the trail RESCORT element uses the same route and may be more vulnerable 
to air or surface engagement. Trail escort can only be used effectively with one recovery helicopter 
group. If there are two or more helicopter elements or flights are spaced 5 or more miles apart, the 
RESCORT can provide effective support to only the trailing recovery helicopter or group. 
 
• Proximity Escort.  
Proximity escort is similar to trail, with the exception that the RESCORT does not fly the same 
navigation route as the recovery asset. By using prominent navigation points, the RESCORT has the 
flexibility to maximize internal flight techniques and tactics, while remaining sufficiently close to be 
responsive to the recovery helicopter. This provides for increased survivability from surface and air 
engagement and a decreased probability of detection for both groups while still providing quick 
reaction times. The same navigation, code words, and checkpoint communications used in other 
RESCORT methods apply. The recovery asset should provide thoroughly coordinated, precisely timed 
radio calls and routing progress to the RESCORT to permit repositioning. RESCORT can also be 
employed from high altitude, beyond visual range, maintaining situational awareness through radio 
and radar (AWACS). Either method may create a less responsive engagement of threats by RESCORT 
forces. The RESCORT flight paths should utilize tactical holding points within ordnance delivery 
distance (1 minute maximum flight time) of the helicopter flight route. While proceeding from 
holding point to holding point, the RESCORT route may include flight ahead of and parallel to the 
recovery helicopter flight route.  
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A disadvantage of this RESCORT method is the difficulty in acquiring the recovery helicopter while 
between checkpoints. Air-to-air tactical air navigation, radar, or visual reference calls by the recovery 
helicopter can assist the RESCORT in acquiring the recovery helicopter. 

 

RESCORT by Fixed-Wing Aircraft  
The AMC should request a minimum of one flights of at least two fixed-wing RESCORT aircraft to suppress 
possible weapons fire near the isolated personnel. If hostile fire is present, more aircraft may be required. a.  
 
Advantages and disadvantages of fighteror other armed, fixed-wing aircraft use for RESCORT (as compared 
to rotary-wing escort) are listed in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9, Rescue escort by FW aircraft 

 
b. Fixed-Wing Rendezvous with Recovery Forces.  
Rendezvous should be planned for an area that is easily defined by geographic references and is in a 
permissive threat environment. Friendly radar sites may be capable of assisting rendezvous by identifying 
and vectoring the aircraft. Onboard navigation equipment may provide the required accuracy in the absence 
of a geographic reference and will enable rendezvous without radio communication or emissions. Altitude 
and horizontal separation should be briefed and maintained during the rendezvous. 
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c. Close Escort Patterns.  
Close escort is used when fixed-wing protection of recovery helicopters is required. The primary RESCORT 
pattern used, either during the day or at night with NVGs, should be the Daisy Chain.  
The S-Weave pattern should be used for slower speed, fixed-wing RESCORT (A-10), and the Racetrack 
pattern used for fast-moving RESCORT aircraft.  
The Figure Eight pattern can be employed by slower moving fixed-wing aircraft, but is usually more effective 
with helicopters. Nearly all patterns are derived from the basic box pattern shown in Figure X. 
 

 
Figure 20, Box Pattern 
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Daisy Chain.  
The two- or three-ship Daisy Chain is the preferred non-NVG A-10 RESCORT pattern, but may be unsuitable 
for fast moving aircraft. The Daisy Chain is essentially a wheel pattern applied to a moving target (See Figure 
11). 
 

 
Figure 31, Daisy Chain Pattern 

Advantages of the Daisy Chain.  
1. Navigation is easier because RESCORT flight path parallels and then crosses the recovery helicopter’s 

flight path.  
2. Maintaining visual contact with the recovery helicopter is easier because it is at the center of the moving 

wheel. 
3. The RESCORT aircraft maintain sight of the helicopter.  
4. The RESCORT aircraft never aim forward-firing munitions through the helicopter’s position.  
5. Transition to hover cover for the extraction and back to the Daisy Chain for egress is relatively simple.  
6. Adjustment of a RESCORT turn for weapons employment is easier when the recovery helicopter breaks 

away from threat if engaged.  
 
Disadvantage of the Daisy Chain.  
1. Continuous RESCORT coverage is difficult to maintain. 
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S-Weave.  
The S-Weave represents a second choice for RESCORT with two aircraft (See Figure X). The geometry of the 
pattern makes navigation and helicopter protection more difficult than the Daisy Chain. The flight has the 
option to have both aircraft weave behind the rescue vehicle. The speed of the helicopter determines the 
angle to cut across the helicopter’s route of flight. 
 

 
Figure 42, S-weave Pattern 

Advantage of the S-Weave.  
1. Good 6 o’clock and side coverage of the recovery helicopter. 

 
Disadvantages of the S-Weave.  
1. It is a difficult formation to reestablish if the helicopter breaks due to threat engagement.  
2. It is difficult to transition into or out of hover cover.  
3. RESCORT pilot tasking is extremely high. 
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Figure Eight Pattern.  
The Figure Eight pattern is designed for 360 degree attack capability. Although providing good 
mutual support, this pattern requires slower than optimum airspeeds for fixed-wing escort aircraft. The  
pattern is designed to allow the helicopters to proceed in front of the RESCORT following each firing pass. If 
the escort aircraft find themselves in front of the helicopters, either because of the helicopter airspeed or a 
desire by the RESCORT to increase their airspeed, a series of cross-turns can be used to reposition the 
RESCORT flight in trail.  
 
Racetrack Pattern.  
The Racetrack pattern is designed for higher airspeed RESCORT. This formation requires more coordination 
and response time to position suppression aircraft than the Figure Eight pattern. The Racetrack pattern can 
be oriented and flown parallel or perpendicular to the recovery platform’s axis of advance. If flown 
perpendicular, RESCORT will trail the helicopter and can minimize time spent out of weapon’s engagement 
position by ensuring that one RESCORT is always pointed towards the helicopter’s route (See Figure X). 
 

 
Figure 53, Racetrack Pattern 
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Helicopter RESCORT Tactics 
Recovery formations may be escorted by attack 
helicopters. Attack helicopter formations should adjust 
their speed and altitude, and should use terrain masking 
to avoid visual or electronic detection. All RESCORT 
formation positions are derivations of the basic box 
pattern, previously shown, which provides 360 degrees of 
weapons overlap coverage. This is a viable formation in a 
permissive environment, a terrain flight regime, or over 
flat, open areas. RESCORT should cross the flight during 
recovery force turns and maintain clearance from the 
recovery helicopters and the flight route. Attack 
helicopters may best secure an LZ by overwatching the 
area from a stationary position over key terrain. 
Helicopter rescue escort patterns are listed in Figure X and 
described below: 
 
 
Racetrack Pattern.  
The Racetrack pattern is the basic escort pattern. It can be used for en route fire support, LZ preparation, or 
suppression.  
 
Cloverleaf Pattern.  
The Cloverleaf pattern may be employed during suppressive fire missions against point or area targets. The 
number of cloverleaf leaves will vary with the threat scenario and mutual support requirements. 
 
45-degree Attack.  
The 45-degree attack is most effective when only one target attack is planned, or when used to disengage 
from a hostile fire area. It can be used en route or during initial suppression attacks. Flexible guns are used 
by both aircraft for mutual cover. Generally, the wingman can accurately fire rockets on the target within 2 
to 3 seconds after lead commences fire. 
 
L-Pattern.  
The L-pattern is the most effective pattern against targets requiring a large volume of short duration fire. 
This pattern can be used to attack linear targets or targets masked on one side by terrain. If a large volume 
of fire is not required, proper timing permits one helicopter at a time to employ suppressive fire for 
sustained periods. The pattern can also be used during terminal phases of multiple ingress route recoveries. 
 
Circular Pattern.  
The Circular pattern is most effectively employed in a left or right orbit around the target, with the RESCORT 
helicopters equally spaced around the circle. Altitude and orbit diameter should vary as required so 
the attack helicopters can roll in at the proper dive angle to attack the target. 
  

Figure 6, RW Rescue Escort 
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Hover Cover 
During the extraction phase or when the recovery helicopter enters a hover for a mission hold, RESCORT 
procedures should be modified to provide maximum suppressive coverage during this period of 
vulnerability. A critical consideration during any hover cover operation is the potential for highlighting the 
helicopter or the extraction zone. Therefore, RESCORT aircraft should avoid premature entry into a hover 
cover pattern. When hovering or moving at very slow forward speeds, helicopter maneuverability, power 
requirements, and defensive ordnance delivery azimuths are severely degraded. Indirect hover fire may 
be delivered from firing points obscured from the enemy. RESCORT aircraft may be required to move 
frequently to other firing points to limit the effectiveness of enemy fire. The three primary options for 
RESCORT hover cover are the Wheel, Cloverleaf, and High-Hold. The advantages and  disadvantages to these 
three options are listed in Figure Z.   
 

 
Figure 7, Primary options for hover cover 
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Armed helicopters providing hover cover can also provide substantial suppressive fire in the objective area 
by employing the Figure Eight pattern (See Figure X). Attack helicopters may best secure an LZ by 
overwatching the area from a stationary position over key terrain.  
 

 
Figure 86, Figure Eight Pattern 

 
The Figure Eight pattern is not usable or compatible when using front-firing armed helicopters. 
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Wheel. 
The Wheel is the most commonly used option for low airspeed RESCORT aircraft. The wheel may employ 
two aircraft (two-ship) or three aircraft (threeship). The three-ship option is generally more effective for 
hover cover operations (This formation is depicted in Figure V-13). The Wheel formation provides the 
required flexibility to effectively protect the helicopter. RESCORT lateral spacing from the helicopter 
should be varied to establish the maneuvering space required to rapidly employ suppressive ordnance. 
 

 
Figure 97, Two Ship Wheel 
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Cloverleaf.  

A second RESCORT option is the Cloverleaf as depicted in Figure X. The Cloverleaf is similar to the wheel 
except the RESCORT aircraft establishes a heading for a suppressive attack pass continuously around the 
helicopter. 
 

 
Figure 108, Cloverleaf Pattern 

 
High-Hold.  
High-Hold entails the fixed-wing escort climbing out of small arms or IR SAM range and holding over the LZ. 
RESCORT aircraft should be prepared to suppress enemy fire in the LZ with 5 seconds’ notification. SEAD 
aircraft support will normally be required, while air-to-air support can be accomplished by the RESCORT if 
RESCAP is unavailable. 


